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Shallow-water flows past slender bodies Dell
By E. O. TUCK
David Taylor Model Basin, Washington, D.C.
(Received 31 December 1965)

The problem solved concerns the disturbance to a stream of shallow water due to
an i_mersed slender body, with special application to the steady motion of ships
in s.Lallow water. Formulae valid to first order in slenderness are given for the
wav. resistance and vertical forces at both sub- and supercritical speeds. The

venical forces are used to predict sinkage and trim of ships and satisfactoiy
oIr.Farisons with model experiments are made.

1. 'ntroduction
This paper contains a systematic investigation ofthe problem of shallow-water

fow ast a fxed slender obstacle in a stream. Thi problem has a particular

IT earing on, and wa3 suggested by. the behaviour of ships moving n still water of

restricted depth, but may have application to a variety of problems invòMng
shallow water, such as river flows past obstacles. However, for definiteness we
shall here refer to the slender obstacle as a ship, and its surface as the hull.
The case of a thin obstacle which extends with vertical sides all the way from
the free surface to the bottom is well 'known, and lia fact under the assumptions
of linearized shallow-water theory this problem is entirely congruent to the
steady aerodynamics of a thin wing. The first solution appears to have been
given by Michell in his famous wave-resistance paper (Michell 1898); the result
was also obtained by Joukowski in 1903 (Kostyukov 1959) and more recently
by Latone (Wehausen & Laitone 19GO). Mìche]i found that at subcritical peedz
= U/ (glz) < 1, where U is the stream speed, g the acceleration of gravity and
k the stream depth) the drag force on the obstacle is zero, while at supereribical
sr.eedc the drag is

d4B'(x)J2,

(li)

where B(x) is the thickness distribution of the strut. This result is hysicaily
qie reasonable by analogy with aerodynamics, since the Froude number J
pavs ihe same role as the Mach number, btit a prediction of zero for sùbcritical
wa-e resistance did not seem reasonable to naval architects, and this part of
MicheI's paper has been largely ignored. Iii any case he treated a situation where
the obstacle was not articularly ship-lit e, and it was not obvious how th'extend
the wc.rk to the case where the 'ship' does not have vertical sides nor meets the
Lot oni.
The geometry of Michell's strut is such that the vertical force arid moment are
zero. : practice it is found that there is always a net downward fOrce on a ship
'luid Mech. 26
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moving in shallow water, and often also a trimming moment. The phenomenon
is known as 'squat', and is a matter of some concern to every pilot and ship's
master who is responsible for taking a large vessel into harbours of restricted
depth. At conventional speeds of conventional ships the downward force is
capable of producing a 'sinkage' of one or two feet, which must be taken into
account under some circumstances; the effect is even more pronounced for large
high-speed vessels such as aircraft carriers where sinkages of 6-8 ft. can occur.

In order to produce a theory for these vertical forces and moments e must
abandon the idea of a strut extending from surface to bottom of the water, and
attempt to take more account of the actual geometry of the body.
The analysis which follows assumes the ship to be slender in the sense that
it is longer than it is broad or deep, and uses the now well-known technique of
matched asymptotic expansions (or 'inner and outer expansions') to construct
an approximate solution. This technique, developed by Kaplun for use in
boundary-layer theory, has in recent years been used with success to solve a
number of difficult singular-perturbation problems, and with the publication of
a textbook (Van Dyke 1964) devoted to it, may be said to have become firmly
established as a basic working tool of applied mathematics. The results obtained
here by this means include an extension of Michell's wave-resistance formuae
to more general hull geometries, together with expressions for the vertical force
and moment at both sub- and supercritical speeds. The latter are used to give the

sinkage and trim displacements of a ship, and satisfactory comparisons with
experiments are shown.

2. Exact formulation of the problem
Suppose a fixed slender obstacle (ship) is at or near the free surface of a stream
U of shallow water. The stream flows from left to right in the co-ordinate system
of figure 1, and is of depth h. The fluid is taken to be inviscid and incompressible
and the flow steady and irrotational, so that there exists a disturbance potential
ç satisfying Laplace's equation and tending to zero suitably at infinity, such that
the total fluid velocity is UV(x+çb).
On the ship's hull surface the normal velocity vanishes, i.e.

a(x+)/an=O.

(2.1)

The form of the normal derivative a/an may be written out explicitly in terms of
any given equation for the hull surface. For instance, if we are given

y-= Y(x,z)
as the equation of the hull, then equation (2.1) becomes
ay

ax)ax azaz

On the bottom, assumed to be a plane surface z = - h, we have

a»az = O,
while the boundary conditions on the unknown free surface

z=(x,y)

(2.2)
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are firstly that the pressure vanishes, i.e.

-

=

2ç + ç5 + ç + ç,

(2.6)

and secondly that the free surface is a streamline, i.e.
(2.7)

c=

zO
U

2-h

FIGURE 1. Co-ordinate system.

The sequel consists of an approximate solution to the above boundary-value
problem for Laplace's equation, based on the assumptions that thu ship is sbnder
length of
and the water shallow. Specifically, jIB is the beam, T the draft, L the
the ship, we assume
(2.8)
h/L, BIL, T/L = O(e)
(2.9)
Fj = U2/gh = 0(1),
and
where e is a small parameter. Incidentally, the last condition (2.9) above implies
that the conventional Froude number FL = U/ ,.,I(gL) is small, of order e. This
condition ensures that we are in a range where wave-making is significant; it has
no other purpose, and indeed a re-examination of all approximations made in
ths paper indicates that the results are still valid in the limit as the free surface
becomes a rigid wall, i.e. g- or F- O. Thus we are at the same time solving
the problem of streaming past a slender obstacle sandwiched between two close
parallel plates.

3. The outer expansion

We now propose to solve the problem systematically by putting together two
asymptotic expansions, one called the outer expansion and valid far from the
ship, and one the inner expansion valid near to the ship. In this section we pursue
the outer expansion in an 'outer region' defined by the following orders of

magnitude of the co-ordinates

x,=O(1), z=O(e)

(3.1)

(since these co-ordinates are dimensional quantities, the order statements are
length L;
to be interpreted as describing their magnitude with respect to the ship
throughout).
It
is
now
assumed
that
in
this
region
this convention will be followed
expansion
with
respect
to
e
of
the
form
possesses an asymptotic
(1) + ç5(2) +

(3) + . .. ,

(3.2)
6-2
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which is ordered with respect to e so that çf,(fl±l) o(çf)) if and only if x, y, z are
of the orders of magnitude given in equations (3.1). It is not in general necessary

to further restrict the nature of the expansion at this time; however, hindsight
tells us that in this problem the series at least starts out like a power series. We
shall therefore take ç) = O(e') in order to simplify the analysis; if it should
happen that this assumption leads to inconsistencies at a later stage we should
then return to a more general expansion, which might, for instance, involve terms
of order log e (see Van Dyke 1964, p. 200, for further discussion of this point).
Now by collecting terms of like order of magnitude in the Laplace equation

=-

=-

(3.3)

we have successively

= 0,

= O,

ç5

ç5j = -

»

(3.4)

= - V,

ç5(1),

to indicate a two-dimensional Laplacian
etc., where we are using the notation V
in the (x, y)-plane. Thus ç), ç(2) are linear in z, q), (4) are quadratic in z, etc. We

can immediately solve the above equations, making use of the bottom condition

= O on z = h to obtain:
= V(1)(x,y),

(2)

=

(3.5)

= 'F'3)(x, y) - (z + h)2 VX,Y) W(1)(x, y)'

etc., where W(')(x, y) = O(c') (n = 1,2, ...), is a set of (so far arbitrary) functions
of x and y.
The partial differential equations satisfied by the unknown functions 1F('> are
found by substituting the outer expansion in the free-surface conditions (2,6),
(2.7). Thus, from the pressure condition we have
- (2g/ U2) = 2F + 2W + 2W3 + (TÇ1)2 + (W)2 + O(c).
Notice that is O(e2) since U2/g = O(e) with respect to L by (2.9). That is, itself
has an asymptotic expansion

= (2)+(3)+(4)+,..,

(3.6)

- (U2/g) w»,
(3) = - (U21g) r' +
F»)2 + (Wj))2], etc.
Now the kinematic free-surface condition gives
(- h + (2)) V,
- hV, y) T2 + O(e4)
(2) +
+ 'F» + W + O(e4),
(2)

where

i.e.

V2(x,j)

-

--

j(2) = - 1/h (2)V,) W' - 1/h (

(1
(

(3.8)

JP(1) -

+ W) + Wy).
Finally, on substitution of the previously determined expressions for
we have as the equations for the
V y)

(3.7)

U2)
1--k

U2
xx

yV

(39)

0,

xx

1T,(1) W(1) +

z

(2), '(3),

xx

2T ly(l)
xyj,
I

(3.10)
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etc. Equation (3.9) is the usual equation of linearized shallow-water theory,

the foregoing is merely
which we should have expected in this problem; indeed
Of
course
the equation is also
a special derivation of this well-known theory.
if we identify
identical with that for linearized aerodynamics in two dimensions,
is
Mach number. Equation (3.10) an inhomoEh = UJ(gh) with the free-stream
right-hand side involving a combinageneous version of the same equation with a
the equations satisfied by
tion of derivatives of the previously determined 'F1);
'1, etc., will clearly be of a similar nature but with even more
further terms
even 'F2 in
complicated right-hand sides. Since we shall not in this paper use
terms, although there
the above form, there is little point in writing down further
if
required.
are no conceptual reasons why this could not be done have collapsed onto the
To an observer in the outer region the ship appears to
y must be 0(1) but the beam of the
plane y = O as e-*O, since for this observer
co-ordinates
of both the ship and the
ship is of O(e). On the other hand, the z
(relatively) finite

observer are O(e), so that the draught of the ship remains

solutions of equations (3.9)
according to this observer as e- 0. Thus we must seek
the plane y = 0, and
and (3.10) which are analytic everywhere except possibly on
this can be done by methods familiar in aerodynamics.
formally congruent to the oneFor instance, if Eh> 1, equation (3.9) is
is symmetric in y and
dimensional wave equation, and the general solution which
analytic for all y + O is
1) yJ),
= T(x

,I(F

for some arbitrary function

We prefer to take

'V(x) = F1)(x, 0).

V(F-1)dW/dx =

as our arbitrary function, setting

i

tz-v'(F-1)IyU

j(E_1).L

=

dF1,0).

On the other hand, if Eh < 1, the equation (3.9) is elliptic,
may be written down using Green's theorem in the form
foe
F(1)(x,y) =

and its general solution

df(,O)G(x,y),

with

G(x, y)

= 2(1_0
- \/(E

1)

(3.12)

4J{x2+ (1 F)y2}

The supercritical result
as the Green's function (or unit source potential).
may also be written in the form (3.12) if we set
G(x,y) =

(3.11)

(3.11)

H(x (F 1) y),

where H is the Heaviside unit step function. Near y = 0, the general solution
(3.12) has a series expansion of the form
Y(')(x, y) = 1F(')(x, 0)

+ y W(x, 0) - y2(l - F) F(x, 0) + ...,

(3.13)
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i

where
1F(1>(x, 0) =

7TJ(1F)

d'F»(, 0) log xj (Fh<

I

(3.14)

d'F»(,0) (Fh> 1)

/

h

The solution for W(2) and indeed all higher approximations may also be written

down by means of Green's theorem. For if we denote the right-hand side of
equation (3.10) by Q2)(x,y), then the general solution of (3.10) in y
iy(2)(x, y)

=

0) G(x - y)
,

J

+j dJ

d2)() G(x -

O is

,y(3.15)

That is, the boundary source distribution of (3.11) must be augmented by a
spatial source distribution of density (2) Clearly the solution for all 'F) will be
of this form with Ç(n) as the right-hand side of the general equation for (7) In
practice, of course, the solution (3.15) is already extremely complicated for y(2),
since ì2) involves 1F1 quadratically so that the double integral is in reality a
quadruple integral in the original unknown function T(x, 0). We may note in

passing, however, that in the limit as Fh-O, equation (3.10) indicates that
(2) -0, so that the solution for
is of the same form as that for
In order to find the arbitrary functions 'Y»(x, 04, ¶(x, 04), etc., we must
match the inner and outer expansions, so we now proceed to determine a number
of terms of the inner expansion.

4. The inner expansion
The inner region is defined by the following orders of magnitude of the
co-ordinates:

x=O(1), y,z=O(e).

(4.1)

Thus, as seen by an observer in this region, neither breadth nor depth of the ship
is small. We take an asymptotic expansion of the form
(4.2)

which is ordered with respect to e only so long as x, y, z are of the magnitudes
above. As with the outer expansion, we can assume, until and unless we have
evidence to the contrary, that the series is of the nature of a power series in e,
i.e. that (n) = O(e).
Now Laplace's equation is
95yy

+ 95zz

=

= - 95xx,

(4.3)

so that, on collecting terms of like order in e, we have
VlI,Z)

= 0,

=-

(2)
,

=

=-

(4.4)

etc. That is, the individual terms in the asymptotic expansion satisfy twodimensional Laplace or Poisson equations in the (y, z)-plane.
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The limiting boundary conditions on the hull surface and on the free surface
are the same as for a slender body in water of infinite depth (Tuck 1964), and only
the results will be quoted here. On the hull surface we have
aD(2)/aN = ?
a1(')JaN = o
(45)
t)(4)/aN =
}
= VN1»,
etc., where N is a normal to the cross-section curve at x, and vv is a definite
function of the hull shape. Specifically, if we use the defining equation (2.2), we
have

ay ii 'aY\2'
VN_/AJl+Ja) I

(4.6)

i

(this is a slender-body approximation to the x-component of the unit normal to
the hull). It follows that VN = O(e) and that (Tuck 1964)
(4.7)

= S'(x),
JVNd1

where the integral is taken round the immersed cross-section of the hull at x and
1(2)
where 8(x) is the area of that section below the plane z = 0. Thus the flux of
through the hull section at x is S'(x). On the free surface we have successively
(Tuck 1964)

=

O,

-= O,

31(2)/3z

a(3)/az = - (U2/g)

+
+ 2I
aI()/az = 0

etc. Finally, on the bottom

X

q(1) ±
YY

2

(1)2(1)1

(4.8)

Y

(4.9)

foralln= 1,2.....

We now have a series of classical two-dimensional Neumann problems to solve
separately for each cross-section x. Each Neumann problem will be indeterminate

to the extent of a constant in its plane; that is, to the extent of an arbitrary

function of x only. For instance, 1) is clearly at most a constant with respect to
y and z, since it has zero normal derivative on all boundaries in the (y, z)-plane; i.e.
(4.10)
4(1) =f1(x)
for some arbitrary function f1(x) which must be found by matching with the
outer expansion.
In order to solve for «)(2), let us split off the indeterminate part, writing
(t)(2)

=f2(x)±IÇ,

(4.11)

is uniquely defined by applying a suitable
boundary condition at infinity For instance, we can require

whire f2(x) is arbitrary but 1

I-uJy+o(1) as y-4-,

(4.12)

where the constant u = u(x) is determinable from conservation of mass, and
where the 'o(i)' term implies that the difference between D and the stream
u yJ tends to zerot as y ± co. In fact it is clear that
(4.13)
u= (1/2h)S'(x)

-

f By use of Green's theorem it can be shown that this difference is actually of order e1".
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sinìce one half of the flux S'(x) across the hull section is channelled each way into
width h as y- ± cc. Thus (I is a uniquely determined potential which may be

found by any of the classical methods for solving two-dimensional Neumann
problems, analytically or numerically.
in the inner expansion may be treated similarly. Some
The third term
extra care is needed, however, since D3 satisfies a Poisson rather than Laplace
equation, and further involves a non-zero normai velocity across the free surface;
we quote only the form of I resulting from splitting off contributions from these
additional effects, namely,
= JI)

- jf[(1 - F)y2 + (z + h)2F,] +f3,

(4.14)

wheref1(x) is the arbitrary 'constant' associated with «('),f3(x) is a new arbitrary
'constant', and I is as defined previously.

5. Matching
The analytical process of matching may be defined in a number of ways,
ranging from crude but useful, to rigorous but indigestible; Chapter V of Van
Dyke's book discusses this question in detail. The usual compromise is to use his
equation (5.24), namely:
'The ni-term inner expansion of the (n-term outer expansion) = the n-term
outer expansion of the (rn-term inner expansion) for any pair of integers m, n.,
(5.1)

For instance, the '1-term' outer expansion is
(1) = ['17(l)(x,y)],

which has a '2-term' inner expansion
W()(x, 0) + I:!iI 'Yj(x, 0)

(5.2)
-

(5.3)

from (3.13), where ¶(x, 0) is an arbitrary function of x while 'F1)(x, 0) is
determined from T by (3.14). On the other hand the '2-term' ininerexpansion is
(2) =
(5.4)
[f1(x)] + [f2(x) + «j,
which has a '1-term' outer expansion

t'+

f(x) + u(x) II

from equation (4.12).
Then equating the expressions (5.3) and (5.5) gives
= u(x) = (1/2h)S'(x)
f1(x) = 'F(')(x,O).
and

(5.5)

(5.6)
(5.7)

In aerodynamic terms equation (5.6) may be interpreted as an indication that,
as far as the outer expansion is concerned, the ship looks like a symmetrical twodimensional thin wing of thickness S(x)!h, which is physically plausible since it

may be observed that this quantity is the mean thickness of the ship averaged
over the depth of the channel. For instance, in the case of a vertical strut of
thickness B(x) spanning the stream, the Michell solution is recovered exactly
since S = hB.
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Equations (5.7), (5.6) and (3.14) determine f1(x) completely; specifically we
have

f dS'()logx-

Í2mhV(1F)j f1(x) =
i
)8

2h.j(F

(rh>

(Fh

(5.8)

1)

Continuing the matching process, we have the '2-term' outer expansion as
(1)

+ çZ) = 1F('>(x, y) + lY(2)(x, y)

(5.9)

with a '3-term' inner expansion
[f1] + [u fyj +F(2)(x, 0)] + [jyj W(x.

0) - y2(l - F)ffl

(5.10)

(where we have substituted for W' and WJ) the values from (5.6) and (5.7)). On
the other hand the '3-term' inner expansion is
+

+ 1)

= [f1(x)] + [f2(x) + '1]
f[(1 - F)y2 + F(z + h)2] +f3(x)],
+ [f

-

(5.11)

with a '2-term' outer expansion,

[fj+u!yI]+[f2+fu1ylfl(1F)y2].

(5.12)

The expressions (5.lo) and (5.12) must be identical, which will be achieved if

Y(x, 0)

= uf
= f(x) S'(x)/h,

f2(x) = \Y(2)(x, 0).

and

(5.13)

(5.14)

Thus f2(x) is completely determinate in principle via equation (3.15) with y = 0;
however, in practice except when Fh = 0, equation (3.15) remains too complicated
for explicit computations. If F,, = O then the relation between W(2) and 'F is still
(3.14) so that f2(x) is obtained by replacing S' byfS' in equation (5.8).

6. The inner expansion of the pressure and forces
The hydrodynamic pressure is obtained from Bernoulli's equation

_p/(pU2) =

2++ç+.

(6.1)

Substituting the '3-term' inner expansion (5.11) into (6.1) gives

- [2ffl + [(f)2+ 2)

pU2 i.e.

where

p=

+ (t)2 + (b2'2 + 2f] + O(c3),

[p1(x)] + [P2(X) + P2(y, z; x)] + O(e3),

= pU2f(x),
P2(X) = pU2[f(x) + (f(x))2],
p1(x)

=

pU2

+W')2+ (I)2].

(6.2)

(6.3)

(6.4)
(6.5)
(6.6)
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Thus the pressure is composed of two parts, both of which are expanded into an
asymptotic series in e. The 'interaction' pressure
p1(x) +p2(x) + ...

(6.7)

is a function of z only and measures interactions between sections (at least when
< 1) since it is defined by integral transforms like (5.8). On the other hand the

'non-interaction' pressure

P2(y,z;x)+P3(y,z;x)+...

(6.8)

varies around the cross-section, and is calculated by solving a sequence of Neumann problems in each cross-sectional plane separately. There is no interaction
between the pressure P at one section x and that at another, except in the sense
that the formula (6.6) involves the first derivative (l)Ç of I with respect to z.
To first order the pressure is dominated by p1(x), i.e.

p = pU2f(x)+ O(e2)

(6.9)

pU2 ftm dS
2irh/(1F3J_ x2hV(F_l)S

(Fh< 1)
(6.10)

(Fh> 1)
J

Physically, this may be explained by noting that (6.9) would follow by neglecting
all but the streamwise component of the disturbance velocity. A slender body in
a shallow stream causes disturbance velocities of equal orders of magnitude in all
directions; under such circumstances the velocity increment or decrement in the

stream.wise direction contributes more to the disturbance pressure than transverse disturbances. Shallowness is essential to this argument; if the stream is not
shallow the streamwise disturbance of a slender body is an order of magnitude

smaller than transverse disturbances, which leads to contributions to the
pressure of equal orders of magnitude from all 3 disturbance components.
Some further comments on the result (6.10) are appropriate. The fact that the
first-order pressure is dependent only on z implies, for instance, that the pressure
is predominantly constant around the cross-section of the hull, irrespective of the

shape of the section. Any dependence on the shape of the section can arise
formally only with the term P2(y, z; x) of the second approximation, whereas the
only information from the hull geometry needed to calculate p1(x) is the crosssectional area curve 8(x). Further, we may observe thatp1(x) is the hydrodynamic

pressure everywhere in the fluid at cross-section x, even on the bottom. One
might expect a very iarge velonity and hence abnormally low pressure at
any point where a cross-section almost touches bottom, but the conclusion from
the present analysis is that to first order the pressure at such a point is no lower
than anywhere else on the same cross-section. Presumably this implies that the
fluid passes to the side of any such close gap so as to keep the velocity there
comparable with that elsewhere on the cross-section. Of course there is nothing
to prevent the general order of the pressure over such a cross-section from being
lower than that on a neighbouring cross-section; however, any such effect is not
critically dependent on there being only a small distance to the bottom locally,
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but rather on the overall distribution of cross-sectional area of the hull relative
to the depth of water.
Let us now use the expression (6.10) for the first-order pressure on the hull to

calculateforces to first order. Now it is easy to show (Newman & Tuck 1964) that
if B(x) is the beam of the ship at section x (i.e. the intersection of the section at x
with the plane z = 0), and 8(x) is the previously defined cross-sectional area of
the section at x, then

(6J1)

_JfPi(x)ds = if dxp1(x)S'(x) + kf dxp1(x)B(x)

for any function p1(x), the double integral being taken over the portion of the
hull below the plane z = O and the single integrals along the length of the ship.
Equation (6.11) is an identity and does not require any slenderness assumption.
However, if the ship is slender, the left-hand side of (6.11) is the first-order
hydrodynamic force on the ship. Thus we can assert that to first order the hydrodynamic force on the ship consists of a vertical component p1(x)B(x) per unit
length and a streamwise component p1(x) S'(x) per unit length.
Thus, to first order the vertical force is
(6.12)

F = _pU2fdxf(x)B(x)
(positive upwards), the trim moment about the y-axis is

(6.13)

M = pU2f dxxf (x)B(x)
(positive with bow up, stern down), and the wave resistance is

R = -pU2fdxf(x)S'(x).

(6.14)

Finally, on substituting the expression (5.8) for f1(x) and further manipulating
the resulting double integral, we find in the subcritical case Fh U/(gh) < 1,
pU2

F

JfdxdB'(x)s'()log xJ,

= 2nhV(1F)
pU2
M= 2irh,j(1 - F2)Jf

B(X)) S'() log ]x

(6.15)
,

(6.16)

(6.17)

R= 0,
while in the supercritical case Fh > L

F
M
R

pU2

= 2h/(F 1)
pU2

2hV(F-1)
pU2

- 2h(F 1)

Jdxs'(x)B(x),

(6.18)

fdxs'(x)xB(x)

(6.19)

f dx(S'(x))2.

(6.20)
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Thus
Equations (6.17) and (6.20) are generalizations of Michell's result (1.1).
analogy)
that
the
subcritical
we find (as we should expect from the aerodynamic
the supercritical resistance is
wave resistance is always zero to first order, while
by Ilichell for the case
a positive definite expression which reduces to that given
of a vertical strut, where
S(x) = hB(x).
architect, is
Since we still have a result which, from the point of view of the naval

unreasonable in that the wave resistance is zero in the more important

sub-

resistance
critical range, it would appear desirable to pursue the study of the wave
result at
to a second approximation. There is every reason to expect a non-zero
which
may he
second order, since we shall then be introducing some effects
wavp
described as finite-depth effects, and which are known to give a non-zero
analogy no longer
resistance. One should observe that, while the aerodynamic
of a ship in
the
behaviour
of
the
wave
resistance
applies exactly at second order,
through
shallow water will be qualitatively similar to that of an airplane passing
critical
velocity
the sound barrier, involving a very sharp rise in resistance as the
by
paddling
a
canoe
in
is approached. The phenomenon may be experienced
shallow water.
formidable if
As mentioned earlier, carrying the theory to second order is a

worthwhile task, and we shall not attempt to go further than the first-order
results for wave
results in the present paper. However, whereas the first-order
force
and moment
resistance are rather disappointing, the results for the vertical
the
formulae
for these
are of considerable interest. Instead of investigating
quantities in detail, it is somewhat more convenient to use Archimedes principle
and trim angle, and this is
to give the resulting vertical displacement (sinkage)
done in the following section.

7. Sinkage and trim

The vertical force and moment given by equations (6.15)(6.19) may be
written in the form

F
\
ir
F =pgLj B(x)dx,)v(11p21)CF.
F
\
¡r

M =pgj x2B(x)dx)

(7.1)
(7.2)

coefficients dependent only on the geometry
where CF, CM are non-dimensional
different
values
according to whether Eh 1. For h <
of the ship, but taking
we have

CF = C11 = -

while forFh> 1

fJdXdB'(X)S'()lOg x_ /JdxB(x)

- 5f dxd(xB(x))'S'()log

x_sn!/fdxx2B(x),

(7.3)
(7.4)

CF =

_fdxB(x)s'(x)/fdxB(x)

(7.5)

C1 =

_f

(7.6)

dx xB (x) S' (x)/fdxx2B(x).
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Suppose now the ship responds to these forces, and experiences a 'sinkage' s
defined as the downward vertical displacement at x = 0, and a 'trim' t definìed
as the bow-up angle of rotation about x = O. Then to first order ins, Archimedes'
principle gives

Pgf(s+xt)B(x)dx =

F,

(7.7)

Pgf(s+xt)xB(x)dx = M.

(7.8)

These are simultaneous equations which may be solved to give s and t. It is again
convenient to write the solution in non-dimensional form, setting
(7.9)
(7.10)

8fL = CsF/JI1FI,
t = CTF/..J11F,
0006
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FIGuRE 2. Subcritical sinkage according to theory arid experiment at various depths.

where the coefficients C, C are related to the force and moment coefficients
CF, C11 by the equations

with

= (CFcCM)/(l -fi),

(7.11)

CT = (CMfiCF)/(1cLß),

(7.12)

a f xB(x) dx/LJB(x) dx,
=

(7.13)

fi = LfxB(x) dx/fx2B(x) dx.

(7.14)

A computer program has been developed to evaluate the coefficients CF, C1, C,
CT for any ship, defined by given functions 8(x), B(x).
It may be observed that neither the speed U nor the depth h occurs explicitly
in any of equations (7.1), (7.2), (7.9) or (7.10), but only through the combination

= U2J..jU2_ghj.

(7.15)
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Thus within either the sub- or supercritical range, the variation with speed of
(say) the sinkage is always given by the expression (7.15), irrespective of the shape
of the ship or the depth of the water. If we were to plot sinkage against speed U,
changing the shape of the ship would change only the vertical scale, while changing

the depth would change only the horìzontal scale; clearly it is more desirable to
plot against Froude number Eh, in which case a unique curve is obtained for a
given ship independent of the depth h.
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3. Comparison between theoretical and experimental sixkage and trim
, experiment
at h/L = O-125. ----, Theory;

Figure 2 shows such a curve for the theoretical subcritical sinkage, together
with some experimental results reported by Graff, Kracht & Weinblum (lT64)
from tests with a model of the same ship. The experiments were performed .t
a number of different depths, and curves are shown for values of h/L of 0-05, 0-125,

0-167 and O-208. The first-order shallow-water theory predicts a unique curve,
but this curve is clearly just the limit as h -- O with Eh held fixed; further terms in
the asymptotic expansion would provide an explicit dependence on h. The agree-

ment is quite good at the lowest depth tested (h/L = 0-05) for Eh < 0-7, but
deteriorates both as the depth increases and as the Froude number gets nearer to

unity. Fortunately it is relatively low values of both h/L and ] which are of
practical importance.
It is clear that good agreement cannot be expected near to the critical speed,
where the first-order theor predicts infinite values for all forces. By analogy
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with the aerodynamics of transonic flow, we should expect that in order to
predict correctly the finite values obtained in this region we should need to consider some special non-linear effects, and this will not be done here. The actual
behaviour found by Graff et al. through the critical region is shown in figure 3 for
the case h/L = O125. One effect of non-linearity near critical speed seems to be
to force the trim to take up its very large supercritical value a little below critical
= O9 the
speed; this quickly swamps the small subcritical trim, and at about
supercritical value is already achieved. At the same Froude number the sinkage
has reached its maximum, and is about to decrease as non-linear 'trans-critical'
effects push it towards its low supercritical value.
Figure 3 also shows an interesting qualitative feature of measured sinkage and
trim values, which is confirmed by the theoretical curves given, namely, the fact
that sinkage is the dominant phenomenon at subcritical speeds, whereas trim is

dominant at supercritical speeds. Further, it is found by experiment that the
large subcritical sinkage is always positive (i.e. downward) and the supercritical

trim is likewise positive (i.e. bow-up). The theory predicts this behaviour
explicitly in two special cases. First, if the ship has fore-and-aft symmetry it is
possible to prove that

CT=C3f=O for Eh<',
>1,
Cs=CF=O. for

and

so that for such a symmetrical ship we predict a zero subcritical trim and zero
supercritical sinkage. Secondly, there exists a non-trivial class of ships ('simple
ships') such that S(x)/B(x) = const. For such ships we can prove rigorously that

CF>O for Eh<l,

CM>O for 1>1,

and

so that simple ships must experience a downward force in the subcritical range
and a bow-up moment in the supercritical range. Although practical ship shapes
are neither symmetrical nor 'simple', they are sufficiently close to being so, that
the above results retain a qualitative validity in the general case.
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